
“3 WAVES OF PROPHETS” 
this whole series connects both the Historical Urgency and also the Poetic Intelligence of the 17 OT prophets in such a way 

that it helps unlock: (1) God’s actual “Personality” of deep-character, top-priorities, and intimate-feelings (2) the proper 
balancing of one’s spirituality & society-ethics, and (3) “shapes-of-the-future” that God keeps building His People towards 

 
[study #7] ISAIAH: When God Thinks of His People He Thinks of All Nations 

—    covering ISAIAH chpts. 13-35   — 
 
ACTION #1. Isaiah is the Old Testament’s theological powerhouse. In other words, there are more “advanced 
deep ideas” about God and His plans here in Isaiah than in any other OT book. But many of these “advanced 
deep ideas” were NOT LIKED by the people of Judah, and they DID NOT WANT TO HEAR them. In Isaiah 6:1-13, 
read Isaiah’s original moment of being called by God into preaching-ministry, then discuss: 
 

• in your own words give a summary of Isaiah’s whole experience described in this passage 
• what exactly did God first need to do with Isaiah… (what was Isaiah’s fault, his hesitation, & end-result?) 
• what “expectations” did God give Isaiah instead of telling Isaiah specifically “what to go preach about”? 

 
 
ACTION #2. One major shocker in chapters 13-35 is God’s deep interest in “all nationalities” rather than just the 
Hebrews (Judah & Israel). Many Hebrews thought that GOD’S ULTIMATE PEOPLE ON THE EARTH would only 
include them, not other nations too! Read the following passages ( Isaiah 19:18-25 and Isaiah 25:6-9 ) & discuss: 
 

• from these verses, how would you describe “God’s interest in ALL the nations”… what sticks out to you? 
• describe “the 3 religious centers” talked about in the first passage, and how they are all related 
• what do you think “the covering & veil” over “all peoples-&-nations” even means, and can you find “the 

new motto” which all nations will one day say together? 
• what might the Hebrews have thought about themselves now that they hear God’s interest in others too? 

 
 
ACTION #3. God’s plan for Israel’s survival was (A) NOT for them to focus on the power of neighboring Empires, 
but instead (B) to follow God’s program of running their own country the right way. Read all the following 
passages, then only after reading all of them discuss the questions on the right. 
 

Isaiah 31:1, 8 
 

Isaiah 32:1-5 
 

Isaiah 32: 16-20 * 
 

Isaiah 35:8-10 
 
*“the forest” is code-word for Israel’s 
relentless enemy Assyria & its capital 

• which passage talks about all the leadership positions being 
filled by the right people who always do the right thing, and 
what stands out to you as most interesting in that passage? 
 

• which passage describes “the fruit” of good leadership 
throughout the land, and which of the described “fruits” do 
you think is the most important for strengthening the land? 
 

• what do you think “the highway” or “the great path” is even 
referring to? (as a group create a very short sentence to 
define it, then maybe another one to describe what it does)

 
 
EXTRA… FOR THOSE MOTIVATED, DEVOTED, & WITH SOME SELF-COMMAND: 
GOLD CHALLENGE …read ahead (& maybe journal about) for next study: Isaiah 36-39 
PENGUIN CHALLENGE …throughout this series read the kings-&-exile books (this week’s portion: 1 Kings 12-16) 
 

 


